INTRODUCTION
Let d and n be fixed positive integers. We show that there is a suitably large integer N(d,n) such that, when N>~N(d,n) and f is an injection [x#y~f(x) 
#f(y)]
from {1,...,N} a into N, there is an nxnx ... xn d-dimensional subcube A inside {1, ..., N} a on which f is monotone and lexicographic. Because f is arbitrary except for injectiveness, the sense of monotonicity on each coordinate of A and the ordering of coordinates under which f on A is lexicographic cannot be specified in advance. Suppose, for example, that (d, n)= (3, 4) and that the desired conclusion holds on A= {a I <az <a3 <a4 } x {bl <b2 <b3 <b4} x {c a <C2"(C3<C4} for a particular f on { 1 ..... N } 3. It might then be the case that f decreases on the first coordinate of A [i<j~f (ai, bk, oh) >f (aj, bk, oh) for all k and h], increases on the second and third coordinates, and is lexicographic with resPect to coordinate ordering 2 1 3. Then the second coordinate is lexicographically dominant and f increases there, so and the first coordinate is next dominant and f decreases on that coordinate, so i<j~f (ai, b,c) >f (aj, b,c') forallb, c,c'.
Precise definitions and statements of main results appear in the next section. We note that the main theorem can be approached naturally by dealing with monotonicity and then with lexicography given monotonieity.
Although this might not lead to the best N(d, n) values, it is effective. Section 2 concludes with a short proof of the natural extension of the main theorem to m injections f~ ..... fm considered simultaneously. Section 3 sketches a proof of the monotonicity result for f It is based on repeated applications of the theorem of Erd6s and Szekeres [1 ] , which says that every sequence of k2+ 1 distinct numbers includes a monotone subsequence of length k + 1. Other extensions and generalizations of the Erd6s-Szekeres theorem appear in Kruskal [6] .
Section 4 contains our proof of a lexieographically ordered subcube within a monotone cube. It is motivated by the fact that if f increases in each argument, if a jl < a j2 < ... < aja for j = 1 ..... d, and if then f(xi)>f(xi+l) for some i~d-1, or else f(x,l)>f(xl), since otherwise f(xl) <f(x2) < ... <f(xa) <f(xl). Thus we get f(x) >f(y) for an x, y pair that has yj > xj for all but one j. Extensive use of the pigeon hole principle and associated results in Graham, Rothschild, and Spencer [3] build on this observation to produce a subcube on which f is lexicographically ordered according to some coordinate ordering.
Section 5 discusses how large N must be for {1, ..., N} a to (1) guarantee a monotone n d subcube, or (2) guarantee a lexicographic n d subcube given monotonicity, or (3) guarantee a monotone and lexicographic n ' subcube given only injectiveness. We show for (3) that
N>n (1-1/a)n~-l,
d~>2, n~>3, if every injection f on {1,.,., N} a is to have a monotone and lexicographic n a subcube. In comparison to the Erd6s-Szekeres result that N---(n-1)2+ 1 is the smallest N that forces monotonicity on n points when d---1, we note that monotonicity in only one coordinate within some n × n subarray for d= 2 is guaranteed only when
N> (n/e) a +"/2.
A similar result holds for larger d. And the smallest N that serves for (2) when d= 2 is between (n -1) z + rn/2-] and (2n -3)(n -1) + 1 inclusive.
The results of Section 5 are fragmentary and invite further research. A related problem of edge coloring on a planar grid is considered by Heinrich [4] .
Our results are also related to the work of Ne~etfil, Pr6mel, R6dl, and Voigt [7] , which is based on a partition theorem for cubes due to Graham and Rothschild [2] . The main difference between their approach and ours in that we fix d and let N expand to obtain a desired substructure whereas they fix N and let d increase to generate a desired substructure. We comment further on their work in the next section.
The present research originated from a problem posed in 1984 by W. T. Trotter, who asked whether every finite three-dimensional partially ordered set is a circle order. Trotter's question is tantamount to:
For every positive integer n is there a map C,, from {1 ..... n} 3 into planar disks such that, for all x= (xl, x2, x3) and y= (Yl,Y2,Y3) in {1, ..., n} 3, xj<~yj for j=l, 2,3.e~C,(x)~_C,(y)? (,) It is known (Scheinerman and Wierman [8] ; see also Hurlbert [5] ) that no such C exists when {1 ..... n}3 is replaced by {1 ..... n}x{1 ..... n}x { 1, 2, 3, ... } for large n, but ( * ) as stated is still unresolved.
Since planar disks are specified by three functions based on centers and radii, the representation of (.) at n amounts to a finite system of quadratic inequalities in functions fl,f2, and f3 from {1 ..... n} 3 into ~, and it can be presumed without loss of generality that the f~ are injective. Because (*) applies to all n, the extension for m ---3 of our main theorem in the next section shows that no generality is lost by assuming also that eachf~ is fully monotone and lexicographic on { 1 ..... n} 3. The patterns of monotonicity and lexicographic coordinate ordering can of course differ for i= 1, 2, 3, but the number of pattern combinations for (fl,f2,f3) are limited. It has been determined that most of these pattern combinations cannot satisfy the representation for suitably large n, but a few patterns remain to be resolved. If they also fail to satisfy the representation, then Trotter's question will have been answered in the negative.
MAIN RESULTS
Several definitions are needed for our main theorem. Let d be a positive integer, for each j s { 1, ..., d} let Aj be a nonempty finite subset of positive integers, and take A = A1 x A2 x ... x Ad. Recall that f: A --* R is injective if for all x, y e A, x ¢ y =:,f (x ) ¢ f (y). Every such injection induces a linear order <~ on A defined by x <fy ~,f(x) <f(y).
Let f be an injection from A into R. For aj s Aj and x ~ A let aj q x = (xl,...,xj_l,aj, xj+l .... ,xd). We say that f is monotone if for each j~ {1, ..., d} either
The monotonicity pattern of monotone f is s = (sl .... , Sd) with sj= 1 if (i) obtains for j, and sj = -1 if (ii) obtains for j. If d= 4 and monotone f has s = (1,-1, 1,-1), the/a f increases in its first and third arguments and decreases in its second and fourth arguments. Let f be a monotone injection from A into R with monotonicity pattern s, and let a be a permutation on {1 .... ,d}. Then f is said to be a-lexicographic if for all distinct x and y in A,
We say that f is lexicographic if it is a-lexicographic for some permutation o-on { 1, ..., d}. If d = 3 and f is a a-lexicographic monotone injection with s=(1, 1, -1) and {a(1)=3, a(2)=2, ~r(3)= 1}, then x<fy'e*'x3>y 3 or (x3=Y3,x2<Y2) or (x3=Y3, x2=Y2, Xl<Yl).
In our main result and later we let N = { 1, ..., N}. In other words, for any fixed dimension d and edge cardinality n, there is an N such that every linear order on N d has a restriction on some d-dimensional n × n x ... × n subcube that is monotone and lexicographic.
Negetfil et al. [-7 ] also investigate lexicographic substructures in large cubes, but their restrictions for subcubes concern dimensionality rather than edge cardinality. They are motivated by the observation that the ordinary lexicographic order on N J is inherited by every k-dimensional subcube in which d-k of the original arguments for N a are fixed at points in N and the other k arguments range over N. We give only the flavor of their work.
Let N and k be fixed positive integers, and let {21 .... ,2k} be a set of k designators disjoint from N. Each ordering schema ~-is constructed from a hierarchical tree structure whose nodes are intervals of a linear ordering <o of N. The corresponding linear order <9 on N k is induced from o~ in a lexicographic manner that is faithful to the tree's hierarchical structure. An important aspect of < ~ is that it depends only on N and k and is therefore independent of d. But only if d is sufficiently large does one have enough variety in N d to guarantee that every linear order <f on N a has a pair (fl, o~) for which <~ = <o~ on N k.
Returning to our present focus on fixed d and n, we use two lemmas to carry the proof of Theorem 1. Lemma 1 follows from this if d= 1, so assume henceforth that d~>2. Assume also that n i> 2 since otherwise there is nothing to prove. We consider d= 2 first and then note that induction on d yields Lemma 1 for all d and n.
Suppose d= 2. Let 2 2n
T= n , J= (2n) 22r, K= 2T, and let f be an injection from J × K into ~. We show that f is monotone on an n × n subgrid within J × K. Let Observe that T t>>. T -2'. Lemma 3 gives T =El= E2 = ... = E2, with I Et [ = Tt and f monotone on { t } x T t for each t. Since
there is a subset E2n of at least n elements of T such that f is monotone on {j} x E2n, j = 1, ..., 2n. Since f can either increase or decrease over E2n for each j, we choose a majority pattern to conclude that G includes an n x n subgrid on which f is monotone. Since K< J, N~ = J suffices for Lemma 1. Suppose d~>3. Assume that Lemma 1 holds at d-l, let N(n')= N1 (d-1, n' ) satisfy the conclusion of the lemma for given d-1 and n', and let N(1)(n ') = N(n') and N (t+ 1)(n')= N(N(t)(n')) for t= 1, 2 ..... Define V, K, and J by 
We use (1) as our point of departure for a general proof of Lemma 2. The proof has d-1 steps. The first establishes a lexicographically dominant coordinate which, by convention as in the preceding paragraph, will be coordinate 1. The second establishes a next dominant coordinate, and so forth. In each step we make a uniform expansion of the main cube of the preceding step (step 0 uses D d as above) by inserting W points between each pair of adjacent points on each coordinate of that cube. Hence if the main cube at step j has E points on each coordinate, the main cube at step j + 1 will have E + W(E-1 ) points on each coordinate. The value of W will change from step to step. The ensuing subsections focus on a dominant coordinate, a next dominant coordinate, and a later coordinate in the lexicographic hierarchy.
A Dominant Coordinate
Given D a with D= {0, 1 ..... Kd*} as above, insert W new points between each two adjacent points on each coordinate of D a. We do this uniformly over the entire domain since it is not known at the start which j and k(j) will emerge from Lemma 5 as the basis of the refinements described just prior to (1) . The preceding analysis is unchanged for the special points used there and their associated K a boxes. But we now have Kd* + 1 + WKd* points in each coordinate of the new cube instead of the original Kd* + 1.
Having made the insertions for W, we assume with no loss of generality that the preceding analysis based on D a yields (1). However, because of the insertions there will now be W additional points for each coordinate j >~ 2 between the two points for coordinate j shown in (1). For convenience, relabel these W+ 2 points as 0, 1 .... , W+ 1. Then (1) becomes
Here, and in later expansions, we assume of course that f is a monotone increasing injection on the largest cube defined .thus far. Successive relabelings of points that preserve order on each coordinate and give integer domains are tacitly assumed. Monotonicity with (2) 
A Next Dominant Coordinate
Suppose henceforth that d>~ 3. We proceed from (2) and now denote K, p, and W by K1, Pl, and Wa as a reminder of their use in the first step. Later we insert W2 points uniformly in the main cube of the preceding step, but for the time being we work within ~--{0, 1, ...,Pl} × {0, 1, ..., Wl+ 1} a-1.
No generality is lost in doing this since the same type of substructure would emerge if later insertions were suppressed.
To obtain a second most important coordinate within ~ we focus on the last d-1 coordinates, take 
and suppose with no loss of generality that ki2 ) = (0, ..., 0) has H special xi's. By making K1 large, we can get H as large as we please.
The 
for lexicographically dominant coordinate 1, and
for next dominant coordinate 2. We now insert W2 new points between each two adjacent points on each coordinate of the main cube of the preceding step. Since that cube had K1 (d-1)(W1 + 1)+ 1 points on each coordinate, our new main cube has K 1 (d-1)(W~ + 1)(W2 + 1) + 1 points on each coordinate. Relabel the W2 + 2 points on each coordinate j t> 3 between 0 and 1 inclusive in (3) and (4) i,j, 0 ..... O)>f(i,j--1, W2+ 1 . .... W2--~ 1) (5) with the domains for i andj as shown in (3) and (4). Suppose d=3. We work backward to determine a Lemma2 that guarantees an nxnxn subdomain lexicographic. For (5) we require suitable N 2 for on which f is W 2 = n -2, P2 = n -1, r = n.
Satisfactory values of other parameters are
Finally, since the main cube for (5) has K 1 (d-1)( W1 + 1)(W2 + 1) + 1 points on each coordinate, we use this for N2 to get N2=48n(n-1) 3 \{2(nn-1-1)) +1.
Hence Lemma 2 holds at d = 3 for this N2.
A Later Coordinate
Suppose henceforth that d~>4. N 2 becomes very large indeed for these cases, and we will not give an explicit value for N2 when d~> 4. An outline for step q, 3 ~< q ~< d-1, follows.
We begin with an array like (5) that has q-1 rows from the successive dominance, by convention, of coordinates 1 through q-1. No generality is lost by assuming that the subdomain at this point is ... ,Xq_2, i,O ..... O)>f(xl,...,Xq 2, i--1, Wq_l+l ..... Wq 1+1) for all ie{1,...,r-1} and all (x I ..... Xq_2)E {0 ..... r_l}q 2.
Boxes and rows for coordinates q through d are defined in the usual way. F(d, N) there is an n a subcube of N a on whichfis lexicographic }, N) there is an n a subcube of N a on whichfis monotone and lexicographic}.
We know from Lemma 3 and constructions in preceding sections that
with T= F/22n N2(2, n) ~< (2n -3)(n -1) + 1
N2(3, n)<~48n(n-1)3(2(nnS~))+l~12nT/24n/x//-~.
An upper bound for N3(2, n) results when n in the upper bound on N1(2, n) is replaced by (2n -3)(n -1) + 1. Because the constructions of the two preceding sections proceed in a greedy manner, the upper bounds obtained there are likely to be much larger than the Ni(d,n). We therefore derive lower bounds on some Ni(d, n) to get an idea of how large N must be to guarantee various conclusions. We begin with N3, followed by N1 and N2. 
Consider
We claim that the second inequality holds when d~> 2 and n ~> 3. Hence if the first inequality also holds, then (7) holds, so (6) holds and
N<N3(d, n).
Therefore, if (6) is to fail, it must be true that Given n ~> 3, the left side is positive since log 3 = 1.098.... If d= 2, the right side is negative, so the inequality holds at d = 2. If d ~> 3, the right side is positive and decreases in n, and the left side increases in n, so the inequality holds for all n ~> 3 if it holds at n = 3. It is routine to check that it holds when n = 3 and d/> 3, so the claim is true. | Since the full monotone and lexicographic case is the most restrictive of those considered, the probabilistic method of the preceding proof will not give a lower bound on Nl(d, n) essentially larger than that on N3(d, n) in Theorem 2. In fact, a substantial part of that bound obtains when f is restricted to be monotone in only one coordinate. Let 
N~ (d, n) >>. (n/e ) 1+ ~-~/a nna-2/(2a).
Proof The proof begins as the preceding proof, but in place of Gk let Hk be the event that a randomly chosen linear order on N d is monotone in the first coordinate on subcube k. Within subcube k, say {(Xl, ..., xd)}, X o we refer to the n points (xl, x ° ..... x °) for all x, and fixed ( 2 ..... x °) as a row. The probability that a given row increases in xl is l/n!. Since monotonicity events for different rows are independent and there are n d-1 rows, the probability that all rows increase in xl or all rows decrease in Xl is Pr (Hk) = 2/(n! )ha-1.
Let P~ (N) be the probability that a randomly chosen linear order on N d is monotone in the first coordinate of at least one n d subcube. Then
It is easily checked that the right side of this inequality exceeds the lower bound in Theorem 3 when d ~> 2 and n ~> 2. Hence if N is no greater than that bound, then (8) holds. Therefore the conclusion of Theorem 3 must hold if (8) is to fail. |
In the lowest-dimensional case of d= 2, Theorem 3 gives N~(2, n)> (n/e) 1+n/2, which suffices to show that N1 (2, n) is not polynomial; that is, there are no constants Co and cl such that N1 (2, n) <~ Co no1 for all n.
A comparison between Theorems 2 and 3 suggests also that the lion's share of N3(d, n) is borne by Nl(d, n), i.e., by monotonicity, hence that the lexicographic restriction for N3 plays a secondary role. Although this is conjectural, it is supported by our present inability to obtain a larger than polynomial lower bound on N2(d, n). We prove a lower bound for d=2
and then comment on higher dimensions.
THEOREM 4. For all n >~ 2,
(n -1) 2 + [-n/2q <~ N2(2, n) ~ (2n -3)(n -1) + 1.
Proof The upper bound was noted after (2) in Section 4. To verify the lower bound let N = (n -1 )2 + I-n~2-] -1. We refer to { (i, j) s N 2 : i +j = p } as diagonal p and say that we go down diagonal p as i increases in (i, p, i). where ev = 0 for all j, e 0. decreases as we go down each of the first n-1 diagonals, increases as we go down each of the next n-1 diagonals, decreases as we go down each of the next n-1 diagonals, and so forth.
We show that N 2 includes no n x n subarray on which f is lexicographic with coordinate 1 dominant. A similar proof yields the same conclusion with coordinate 2 dominant, so N2(2, n)>N. Suppose in fact that N 2 includes an n x n subarray X 1 x X2 on which f is lexicographic with coordinate 1 dominant. We can do no better than to have X2 as a set of n consecutive integers, say b through b + n-1. Then, with X1 = {ia < i2 < ... < in}, we require f (ik+l,b)>f(ik, b+n-1) for k=l ..... n-l.
The definition of f implies ik + 1 -i~/> n -1 for each k < n. If ik + 1 -ik = n-1 then e increases as we go down diagonal ik+b+n--1 since (ik+n--1, b) and (ik, b+n-1) are on the same diagonal. Moreover, if ik+l-ik = n-1, then ik + 2-ik +1t-> n since e decreases down the (n-1)st diagonal to the right of diagonal ik + ~ + b. Therefore, since there are n -1 differences i k + 1 --ik, 
